
Lesson: Signal Words

Lesson Topic: Use Signal Words to Indicate Sequence and Additions

Which sets of words can be used to signal additions?

also, in addition, moreover

first of all, secondly, the third reason

alongside, beyond, opposite

even though, on the contrary, otherwise

Question 1:

Which sets of words can be used to signal additions?

between, near, around

first, next, last of all

immediately, now, during

furthermore, likewise, for one thing

Question 2:

Which sets of words can be used to signal additions?

beside, behind, west

in the first place, after, lastly

in contrast, instead of, nevertheless

furthermore, another, in addition

Question 3:

Adriana is writing a paragraph about the benefits of allowing students to use their phones at school. She has already listed two benefits, but

she wants to include one more. Which signal words could she use to indicate that she is introducing another piece of evidence to support her

argument?

moreover

thirdly

however

first

Question 4:

Josiah is writing a paragraph about the importance of respecting the senior citizens living in his community. He has already listed several

factors, but he wants to include one more. Which signal words could he use to indicate that he is introducing another piece of evidence to

support his argument?

Question 5:



also

although

moreover

outside



Lesson Topic: Use Signal Words to Compare and Contrast

Which set of words can be used to signal a comparison?

likewise, equally, similarly

without a doubt, for example, following

first, secondly, next

to clarify, consequently, in order to

Question 1:

Which set of words can be used to signal a contrast?

wherever, nearby, beyond

otherwise, yet, on the other hand

for instance, for this purpose, to demonstrate

accordingly, usually, surely

Question 2:

Which set of words can be used to signal a comparison?

to illustrate, to prove this point, for example

in the same way, just as, in a similar fashion

as a result, therefore, consequently

in conclusion, finally, lastly

Question 3:

Which set of words can be used to signal a contrast?

for instance, in fact, as an example

for that reason, therefore, so that

nevertheless, still, on the contrary

by all means, to demonstrate, specifically

Question 4:

Acoy is writing a paper contrasting Asia and Australia. He has already written that Australia is the smallest of the seven continents, but now he

wants to include information about Asia being the largest continent. Which signal words could he use to indicate that he is contrasting the sizes

of the two continents?

frequently

however

Question 5:



on the contrary

most importantly



Lesson Topic: Use Signal Words to Indicate Cause-and-Effect Relationships

Which set of words can be used to signal a cause and effect relationship?

first of all, finally, in summary

to illustrate, such as, once

first of all, second, last of all

resulting from, reason, due to

Question 1:

Which set of words can be used to signal a cause and effect relationship?

for instance, much like, similarly

in addition, moreover, finally

thus, consequently, resulting from

although, in spite of, rather

Question 2:

Which set of words can be used to signal a cause and effect relationship?

furthermore, also, another

nevertheless, yet, on the other hand

a significant factor, a primary concern, above all

as a result, if, since

Question 3:

Which set of words can be used to signal a cause and effect relationship?

likewise, just as, similarly

for example, specifically, for instance

because, therefore, so that

first, next, afterwards

Question 4:

Riley is making a presentation about the effects of caffeine on a person's concentration. He has already written about the types of caffeine that

are most commonly consumed, and now he wants to provide evidence for the effects it can have on people. Which signal words could he use

to indicate that he is showing a cause and effect relationship between caffeine and concentration?

on account of

consequently

Question 5:



one major event

pay close attention to



Lesson Topic: Use Signal Words for Emphasis

Which set of words can be used to signal the emphasis of an important idea or detail?

like, similarly, in the same way

moreover, another, last of all

a primary concern, a key feature, the main value

in contrast, however, otherwise

Question 1:

Which set of words can be used to signal the emphasis of an important idea or detail?

especially valuable, most of all, a major event

for example, for instance, to illustrate

likewise, in addition, furthermore

in like manner, in a similar fashion, moreover

Question 2:

Which set of words can be used to signal the emphasis of an important idea or detail?

however, in contrast, yet

as a result, therefore, consequently

next, thirdly, for one thing

the chief outcome, the principal item, pay particular attention to

Question 3:

Which set of words can be used to signal the emphasis of an important idea or detail?

on the other hand, on the contrary, conversely

important to note, most of all, a significant factor

likewise, just as, equally

secondly, also, finally

Question 4:

James is writing a letter to the parent organization of his school about the drama club's needs for the school play. He has already explained

their budget requests for the year, and now he wants to request immediate funds for their costumes, which are the most important items that

the drama club still needs. Which signal words could he use to indicate that he is emphasizing the importance of these particular items?

the most substantial need

more than anything else

Question 5:



as a result

for this reason



Lesson Topic: Use Signal Words to Introduce Examples and Illustrations

Which set of words can be used to signal the introduction of examples and illustrations?

including, take the case of, one way

next, thirdly, for one thing

as a result, therefore, consequently

in like manner, in a similar fashion, moreover

Question 1:

Which set of words can be used to signal the introduction of examples and illustrations?

however, in contrast, yet

a primary concern, a key feature, the main value

including, specifically, take the case of

similarly, just as, likewise

Question 2:

Which set of words can be used to signal the introduction of examples and illustrations?

especially valuable, remember that, a major event

one method, including, for instance

on the other hand, on the contrary, conversely

likewise, just as, equally

Question 3:

Which set of words can be used to signal the introduction of examples and illustrations?

for example, such as, to demonstrate

in contrast, however, otherwise

likewise, in addition, furthermore

the chief outcome, the principal item, pay particular attention to

Question 4:

Vincent is presenting ideas about ways that math is used in everyday life. He has already stated his main idea, and now he wants to give some

specific examples of how math is used outside the classroom. Which signal words could he use to introduce a particular example?

however

one way

Question 5:



to illustrate

the principal item



Lesson: Lesson Test: Signal Words

Lesson Topic: Use Signal Words to Indicate Sequence and Additions

Pablo is writing a letter to the manager of the city pool to request a rule change. Pablo believes that kids who are eleven and twelve years old

should be allowed to swim without a parent present. He has already listed several reasons for the rule change, but he wants to include one

more. Which signal words could he use to indicate that he is introducing another piece of evidence to support his argument?

moreover

beforehand

also

in summary

Question 1:



Lesson Topic: Use Signal Words to Compare and Contrast

Charlotte is writing an essay that contrasts giving a personal gift and giving cash as a present. She has already written about the

thoughtfulness that goes into selecting a gift for someone, but now she wants to mention the convenience of cash gifts. Which signal words

could she use to indicate that she is contrasting a personal gift and cash?

on the other hand

although

simultaneously

lastly

Question 1:



Lesson Topic: Use Signal Words to Indicate Cause-and-Effect Relationships

Callie is creating a presentation about how exercise can help strengthen the heart. She has already stated her main idea, and now she wants

to introduce a few pieces of evidence that show that exercise benefits the heart. Which signal words could she use to indicate that she is

showing a cause and effect relationship between exercise and maintaining a healthy heart?

last of all

therefore

because

contrarily

Question 1:



Lesson Topic: Use Signal Words for Emphasis

Aiden is presenting information about eating more protein in order to have a healthy diet. He has already explained several reasons why

protein is important, and now he wants to focus on the most important reason. Which signal words could he use to indicate that he is

emphasizing a particular point?

likewise

the chief factor

should be noted

for instance

Question 1:



Lesson Topic: Use Signal Words to Introduce Examples and Illustrations

Anthony is making a slideshow for health class about foods that seem healthy but are actually very unhealthy. He has already described some

of the hidden ingredients to watch for, and now he wants to highlight some specific foods that are the most unhealthy. Which signal words could

he use to indicate that he is giving examples of these types of foods?

on the contrary

therefore

for instance

specifically

Question 1:



Correct Answers

Lesson: Signal Words

Lesson Topic: Use Signal Words to Indicate Sequence and Additions

Question 1:
also, in addition, moreover | first of all, secondly, the third reason

Question 2:
furthermore, likewise, for one thing | first, next, last of all

Question 3:
furthermore, another, in addition | in the first place, after, lastly

Question 4:
thirdly | moreover

Question 5:
also | moreover

Lesson Topic: Use Signal Words to Compare and Contrast

Question 1:
likewise, equally, similarly

Question 2:
otherwise, yet, on the other hand

Question 3:
in the same way, just as, in a similar fashion

Question 4:
nevertheless, still, on the contrary

Question 5:
on the contrary | however

Lesson Topic: Use Signal Words to Indicate Cause-and-Effect Relationships

Question 1:
resulting from, reason, due to

Question 2:
thus, consequently, resulting from

Question 3:
as a result, if, since

Question 4:
because, therefore, so that

Question 5:
consequently | on account of

Lesson Topic: Use Signal Words for Emphasis

Question 1:
a primary concern, a key feature, the main value

Question 2:
especially valuable, most of all, a major event

Question 3:
the chief outcome, the principal item, pay particular attention to

Question 4:
important to note, most of all, a significant factor

Question 5:
the most substantial need | more than anything else

Lesson Topic: Use Signal Words to Introduce Examples and Illustrations

Question 1:
including, take the case of, one way

Question 2:
including, specifically, take the case of

Question 3:
one method, including, for instance

Question 4:
for example, such as, to demonstrate

Question 5:
to illustrate | one way



Lesson: Lesson Test: Signal Words

Lesson Topic: Use Signal Words to Indicate Sequence and Additions

Question 1:
also | moreover

Lesson Topic: Use Signal Words to Compare and Contrast

Question 1:
on the other hand | although

Lesson Topic: Use Signal Words to Indicate Cause-and-Effect Relationships

Question 1:
because | therefore

Lesson Topic: Use Signal Words for Emphasis

Question 1:
should be noted | the chief factor

Lesson Topic: Use Signal Words to Introduce Examples and Illustrations

Question 1:
specifically | for instance


